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powerHouse Books,U.S., United States, 2015. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 232 x 167 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Acclaimed photographer Richard Phibbs turns his unique eye
for beauty westward. The West, his second book, isan extremely personal view of the beauty and
authenticity of the place and its lingering hold on our national consciousness.Once more Phibbs
collaborates with Alfredo Paredes, Executive Vice President, Ralph Lauren, his partner in his first
monograph, Chasing Beauty. Phibbs s love of the West came naturally. He was born in Calgary,
Alberta, home to Canada s Calgary Stampede, one of the world s great rodeos. The landscapes of
Phibbs s childhood are the background of his most evocative and authentic images: stark plains
and endless prairies, weathered barns and fences, an empty horizon rolling to an open sky. This
minimalism rooted in nature shaped Phibbs s aesthetic from the beginning. Peopling the western
landscapes of his childhood was that archetypal hero, the cowboy. Phibbs s modern cowboys are
sensitively rendered; looking into their eyes, you connect with decades of tradition while
experiencing an electric shock of immediacy. Phibbs s artful images iconic portraits of cowboys,
horses as wild and free as the wide-open spaces,...
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Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent go through. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You may like just how the author publish this
book.
-- Mustafa McGlynn-- Mustafa McGlynn

Complete guideline! Its this kind of great read through. It is probably the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. Its been developed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is simply soon after i finished reading this book through which actually modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Beryl Labadie I-- Beryl Labadie I
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